
INCLUSION THEOREMS FOR CONGRUENCE SUBGROUPS

BY

M. NEWMAN AND I. REINER^)

1. Introduction. We shall use the following notation throughout: Aw de-

notes an rXr matrix A; J(r) denotes the r-rowed identity matrix; 0 will be

used for a zero matrix of appropriate size. Congruence of matrices will be

interpreted as elementwise congruence. We write a\b to indicate that a

divides b. Lower case italic letters will always denote integers.

Let Gt be the proper unimodular group consisting of all tXt matrices

with integral elements and determinant +1. For a fixed partition: t = r+s of

t into two positive integers r and s, and for a fixed positive integer n, define

the subgroup

(1) GrAn)=§_Cr     7?JGG': C^0(modn)Y

We shall prove:

Theorem 1. Let m, n be positive integers, and let H be a group such that

(2) Gr,,(mn) C H C Gr..(n).

Then there exists a divisor d of m such that

(3) H = Gr..(dn).

Special cases of this have been proved in [l ] and [3].

In the case where t = 2r, define

(F4<r>   B    "I B = 0(modm),)
(4) GT(m, n) =  \\ G dr: }.

U C        D^\ C = 0 (mod n) )

Then we shall show:

Theorem 2. Let H be a group satisfying

(5) Gr(m, n)CHC G2r.

If (m, n) = 1, then there exist integersmx, nx withmx\m,nx\n, and

(6) H = Gr(mx, Mi).
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A special case of this (with r = l) was proved in  [2], where it was also

shown that the hypothesis (m, n) = 1 could not be dropped.

To generalize further, let n = (wi, • • • , w(_i), and define

(7) G,(n) = Gx,t-X(nj) C\ G2,t-2(nj) C\  ■ ■ • C\ Gt-X,x(nt-X).

Thus an element  AfGGt lies  in G((n) if and only if for every partition

t = r+s (1 grgr —1) we have

V A^   B    1
M = ,        C = 0 (mod nj).

IC       D^J

We shall prove:

Theorem 3. Let (m,-w,-, ntjnj) = 1 for lgi, /gr— 1, ij*j. Let H be a group

such that

(8) Gt(mn) C 77 C G((n),

where mn denotes (mxnx, ■ ■ ■ , mt-int-j). Then there exists a vector

b = (o"i, • • • , dt-j),

with dx\mx, ■ ■ • , dt-\\mt-X, such that

(9) H = G,(bn).

Finally, we shall prove analogues of Theorems 1 and 2 for the symplectic

modular group Yt of order t, which consists of all integral matrices

|-/1«'    B     I

l_C        _>(')J
satisfying

AB' = B'A,        CD' = D'C,        AD'- DC = I.

2. We begin the proof of Theorem 1 with two lemmas.

Lemma 1. Let t = r+s, and let n be a fixed positive integer. For each

VA^   B    "I
M =\ \<EGt

LC        DMJ

there exists an integral rXs matrix X such that (\A +XC\ , w) = 1.

Proof. It is sufficient to show that for every prime p there exists an inte-

gral matrix Xp such that p\ \A +.Y„C|. For wc may then find an integral

matrix X satisfying X = Xp (mod p) for each p\n. Since \A + XC\

= | A +XPC\  (mod p), it then follows that (| A + XC\, n) = 1.

Now let p he a fixed prime, and let ax, • • • , aT denote the rows of A, and
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7i, • • • . y« those of C. Since the rows of XPC are linear combinations of those

of C, we need only show that there exist linear combinations

ft = S *«7y (1 S i Sr, x{j integers)
;-i

such that p|det (a;+ft). Thus, we seek integers xy for which the vectors

a»+ft (ISiSr) are linearly independent modulo p.

Since M is unimodular, the set \ax, ■ ■ ■ , ar, yx, • • • , ys} contains

exactly r linearly independent vectors modulo p. Suppose that r' of the a's

are linearly independent modulo p (r' Sr); ior simplicity of notation, suppose

that these are au ■ ■ ■ , ar>. Then each ak (r' <kSr) is a linear combination

modulo p of ax, ■ • ■ , av. Further, there exist r — r' vectors y*, • • • , y*_/

among yi, • • • , y, such that the set {ax, • • • , ar>, y*, • • • , y*-/\ is linearly

independent modulo p. Then we need only choose ft = • • • =ft<=0, ft-+i

=y*, • • • > ft =7*-/ to achieve the desired result.

Lemma 2. Let AfGC7r,s(w), and let m be a fixed positive integer. Then there

exists an integral rXs matrix X and an integral sXr matrix Y such that

(10) W(nY)S(X) M G Gr,s (m n),

where

VIM    0    "I r/M    X  "I
W(nY) = \ \,       S(X) = \LnY    P>U LO        jwj

The entries of X and Y are integers determined only modulo m. Therefore

the set of products W(n Y)S(X), as the entries of X and Y range over all residues

modulo m, contains a full set of left coset representatives ofGr.,(n) modulo Gr,s(mn).

Consequently Gr.s(mn) is of finite index in Gr,s(n).

Proof. Set

rA<r> b   i
M = G Gr,s(n).

YnC      £>('>J

By Lemma 1, we can determine X modulo m such that (| A +nXC\, m) = l.

Set Ao=A +nXC. Then

and

W(nY)S(X)M = \ 1.
ln(YAo + C)    *J
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In order for (10) to hold, we need only show that Y modulo m can be deter-

mined so that YAo + C=0 (mod m).

Now (j_4o] > m) = l, so that we may find an integer a with a\Ao\ =1

(mod m). Letting Aldl denote the adjoint of Ao, we set

(11) Y = - aCA? (modm).

Using A^A o = | A 011, we obtain

YAo = — C (mod m),

as desired.

The remainder of the lemma follows at once from (10).

We now proceed with the proof of Theorem 1. Let 77 be a group such that

Gr,,(mn) C -7 C Gr,,(w).

Using the argument in [l], we find by induction on the total number of

prime factors of m that the conclusion of Theorem 1 is valid unless for every

d dividing m, _^1, we have

77 C\ Gr,s(dn) = Gr,,(mn).

Suppose now that H^Gr,,(mn). The above then shows that there exists a

matrix

M = \ G#L wC      D<*> J

such that C^O (mod a7) for any divisor d of m, d^l. Choose X, Y as in

Lemma 2, and use the fact that S(X)(E.H. Then we see that I7(wF)G77,

where Y is chosen by use of (11). Hence also Y^O (mod d) for any divisor

d of m, d^l.

Call an sXr matrix Tpermissible il W(nT)tjjH. We have shown the exist-

ence of a permissible matrix Y such that Fpz^O (mod d) for any divisor d of m,

d^l. We shall use this to deduce that every matrix is permissible. Since

already S(X)^H for all X, it will then follow from Lemma 2 that 77 = Gr,8(w),

and the theorem will be proved.

Now we have

W(nTj)-W(nTj) = I7(w(Pi + Tj)),

and

ri7-1   on rv   o   i
L Q        J W(nT) |^     ^J = W(nUTV), U G G., V G Gr.

Therefore if Pi and P2are permissible, so is Pi + P2. If Pis permissible, then
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so is — P; and if £/GG,, V(E.Gr, then UTV is also permissible.

Starting with the permissible Fabove, set YX=UYV, with UE.G,, V(jjGr.

Then Fi is also permissible, and with proper choice of U and V, we may take

Fi in Smith normal form:

'hi

hi .       . .
Fi = • ,        u = mm (r, s),

hp_

where hx\h2\ • ■ ■ | h». If (hx, m)>l, then there is a prime p\m such that

Yx=0 (mod p). Then also Y=0 (mod p), which is impossible. Hence (hx, m)

= 1. Let us choose a so that ahx = 1 (mod m). Then Y2=aYx is also permissible.

Since a permissible matrix remains permissible when multiples of m are added

to its entries, we therefore have the permissible matrix

"1

k2
Yz =

Hence also

"0 -k2

1      0
h

F4 =

and

~     1    k2

-1    k2

F6 =  F3 - F4 = 0

0.

are permissible. In F6 add the second row to the first row, and then subtract

the matrix so obtained from F6, obtaining the permissible matrix which has

1 in the (1, 1) place, — k2 in the (1, 2) place, and 0 elsewhere. In this matrix

add k2 times the first column to the second column, thereby obtaining the

permissible matrix
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"1

0
F6 =

0_

Since also UY^V is permissible for all Z7GGS, FGGv, we find that every

matrix whose entries are all zeros except for a single 1, must be permissible.

Therefore all matrices are permissible, and Theorem 1 is proved.

3. We now prove Theorem 2. Let H be a group satisfying

GT(m, n)C3C G2r,

where GT(m, n) is defined by (4), and where (m, n) =1. Choose integers a, b

satisfying am — bn = l, and set

T amPr)    I   "1
K = G G2r.

\_bnl        IM]

Then as in [2] we find that K~lGr(m, n)K = Gr,r(mn), and the remainder of

the proof of Theorem 2 follows from Theorem 1 just as in [2].

Theorem 2 is false for (m, n)>l, as is shown in [2].

4. To prove Theorem 3, we begin with several lemmas.

Lemma 3. Let nx, ■ ■ ■ , nt-X be pairwise coprime, and let M^Gt. Then there

exists an upper triangular matrix SGG< such that for each r (1 SrSt — 1) we

have

ram   b     i rim   xr   i
(12) M = I 5= (mod «r),

and

(13) (| AM + xrC\ ,nr) = 1.

Proof. Let Mbe fixed. For each r, write Min the form (12). By Lemma 1,

we may then choose Xr such that (13) holds. We then use the Chinese re-

mainder theorem to determine an upper triangular matrix 5 satisfying

[~/<r)     Xr    "1
S = \ (mod nr), 1 S r S t - 1.

Lo     p'-'U

This completes the proof of the lemma.

Lemma 4. Let S be an integral tXt matrix such that \S\=1 (modn).

Then there exists a matrix TElGi such that T=S (mod n).

Proof. (Although this lemma is known, references are hard to come by,

and so we insert a proof.)
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Set T = S+nY; we need only choose Fso that |S+wF| =1. Let U, V£.Gt

he chosen so that USV = D is diagonal, and set X= UYV. Then

|S+nF|   =  | D + nX\ ,

so it suffices to show that we can find X such that | D+nX | =1, where D is

diagonal and |P| =1 (mod n).

Let P = diag (a*i, • • • , dj), and set |P| = l+wa\ Choose X so that

"di + nx 0     0   • • •0   wy"

n        di   0  • • • 0   0

D + nX = 0 w    df ■ ■ 0   0      .

0 0     0   • • • w   dt .

Then

| D + nX |   = 1 + n(d + xd2 ■ ■ ■ dt ± n'^y).

Since (d2 ■ • ■ dt, n) = 1, we may choose integers x, y such that

d + xd2 ■ ■ ■ dt + nt~1y = 0,

which completes the proof.

Lemma 5. Let m = (mx, ■ • ■ , mt-j), n=(wi, • ■ • , w(_i), where (mit w,-) = l

for 1 g i g t — 1, (m#ii, ntjnj) = 1 for 1 g i, j g t — 1, i j*j, and let MGGr(n). Then
there is an upper triangular matrix SGG( ow^ a lower triangular matrix W(EGt

such that I75A7GGr(mn). The entries of W and S are determined only modulo

mx • • ■ mt-X, and hence G(mn) is of finite index in G(n).

Proof. This lemma follows readily from Lemma 3 in the same way that

Lemma 2 follows from Lemma 1.

We now proceed with the proof of Theorem 3. Let m, n be chosen as in

the above lemma, and let II be a group such that

C,(nm) C 77 C Gt(n).

As in the proof of Theorem 1, by using induction on the total number of

prime factors of mxm2 • • ■ mt-i, we see that the theorem holds unless for every

vector a = (ai, • • •   , a(_i) such that ai\mi, • • • , at-X\mt-X, except

a = (1, • • • , 1),

we have

(14) nr\G,(an) = Gt(nm).

Suppose that 77^G,(mn); then 77" must contain an element M such that for

each r (1 grgi—1) we have
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rAM   B      -\
M=\

L nrC      £>«"'> J

with C^O (mod ar) for each divisor ar of mr, ar-^l.

Now choose an upper triangular matrix S and a lower triangular matrix

IF as in Lemma 5, such that WSM(E.GT(m\\)C.H. Since also SElH, this shows

that WElH. Further, for each r we have

VIM     0       1
(15) IF = (mod mr),

InrYr  /('-'>J

where Fr^0 (mod ar) for any ar dividing mT, ar9^1.

Call a lower triangular matrix in Gt permissible if it is an element of II.

The above-constructed IF is permissible. If we can show that all lower tri-

angular matrices in c7((n) are permissible, then using Lemma 5 we will deduce

that H — Gt(n), and Theorem 3 will be established.

Define the non-negative integer k by mx = • • • =mk-X = i, mk>l. (If

mx>l, then choose k = i.) We shall show that also mh+x= • • • =mt-i = l.

For let mo = mk+x • • • mt-X; then (mo, mk) = l.

Now we remark that the matrix YT was determined only modulo mr, and

hence since (mr, nT) = l, we could have chosen the permissible matrix IF so

that instead of (15) we have (for each r)

riM   o     -|
(16) W^[nrYrI^\ (m0dw^-

Then WGH, so also WmGH. Now for each r (ISrSt—l) we have

VIM        0       "I
IF"1" = (mod mTnr),

lnrmoYr  /('-'J

whence

IF*"« G Gt(ni, ■ • • ,nk, mk+ink+i, ■ ■ ■ , mt-.xnt-X).

Unless (1, • • • , 1, mk+i, • • ■ , mt-X) = (1, • ■ ■ , 1), we deduce from (15) that

IF^GG^mn), which is impossible because Wm°(£Gk-i,t-k+x(mknk). We thus

have shown that m = (l, ■■•,!, mk, 1, • • • , 1).

We are now supposing that

G,(mn) CffC Gt(n),

where tn = (l, • • • , 1, mk, 1, ■ ■ ■ , 1), mk>l, that (14) holds, and that

H?±Gt(mn). We have shown the existence of a lower triangular matrix W(EH

such that (16) holds, with F*^0 (mod ak) ior any ak dividing mk, ak^l. We

are trying to prove that every lower triangular matrix in Gt(n) is permissible

(that is, lies in IP), and consequently that H=Gt(n).
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Let U€j.Gk, V€jGt-k be arbitrary. By Lemma 4, there exists a matrix

PGG( such that

R = I       (mod nj), lgrgf-l.r^ft,

rP  on
R = \ (mod mitt*).

Then PGG((mn)C77, and hence also WX=RWR~1EH. But we have

T      7<«        0       "I
WimUvT>U-*  /<«>_ <mod^'

and

r/w     0     1
Wx = \ (mod wr)

for 1 grgr —1, rj^k. The same reasoning as in the proof of Theorem 1 then

shows that all lower triangular matrices in G((n) lie in 77, whence H=Gt(n)

and Theorem 3 is proved.

5. We conclude with an examination of the symplectic modular group Yt

of order t (see [4]). Let

(\j A^   B    1 £ = 0 (mod »»),)
Tt(m,n) =  \ G r,: },

\lC        P«>J C=-0(modw) / '

and set r,(w)=r,(l, w). We shall prove analogues of Theorems 1 and 2. We

begin with

Lemma 6. Let n be a fixed positive integer, and let

V AM   B    "I
M = \ G Tt.

[_C        D^]

Then there exists a symmetric tXt matrix X such that (\A +-X"C|, w) = 1.

Proof. As in the proof of Lemma 1, it suffices to show for each prime p

that there exists a symmetric matrix Xp for which ^j |^4+XpC|. For U, V

GG( we have

TP   0      "I     TV   0     1      f Ax      Pi   "I

Lo u-AU v-Alc rf'Jer"
with Ax=UAV,Ci= U'-'CV. Set Yp= UXPU'; then

Ai+ YpCi = U(A + XPC)V.

Hence we need only find a symmetric matrix Yp such that p\ \ Ax+ YPCX\.
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By proper choice of U, FGGt, we may assume that Ax is diagonal. Let

~em   on
Ai= (mod p),

Lo      oj

where E is diagonal and nonsingular modulo p. (The case where ^4=0 (mod p)

is easily disposed of separately.) Setting

(*)     _
rcn   C12

_ C21     C22     J

the symmetry of A{ & shows that G2 = 0 (mod p). Hence

- E     0    '

r^il 0      0

UJ"   c„ 0 <~4»-
_ C21    C22 _

whence p\ \ Ca\. Then set

JO     0       "I
F*~Lo /«-*>_!'

and obtain

YE     0   "I
Ai+ YpCi = \ (mod/.);

which shows that p||.4i + YPCX\. This completes the proof of the lemma.

Lemma 7. Let M£zTt(n), and let m be a fixed positive integer. Then there

exist symmetric integral tXt matrices X, Y, whose entries are determined only

modulo m, such that

W(nY)S(X)M G T,(mn),

where

W(nY) = ,       S(X) = \
VnY    7<»J LO        IM J

Proof. The proof follows that of Lemma 2. The only additional fact needed

is that the matrix Y determined by Equation (11) can be chosen to be sym-

metric, since the symmetry oi AoC implies that of CA^K

We now have

Theorem 4. Let m, n be positive integers, and let H be a group such that

Yt(mn) C 77 C Tt(n).
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Then there exists a divisor d of m such that H=Yt(dn).

Proof. This theorem follows from Lemmas 6 and 7 in the same manner

that Theorem 1 follows from Lemmas 1 and 2. We omit the details.

Theorem 5. Let m, n be positive coprime integers, and let II be a group satis-

fying

Tt(m, n) C H C Tt.

Then there exist integers mx, nx with m\\m, nx\n, and H = Yt(mx, nj).

Proof. The proof of Theorem 2 carries over to this case with minor modifi-

cations. We omit the details.
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